John K. Galbraith Speaks About "Cold War" Stresses

By MIGUEL GALGARDO

"Russia has been warned by our response that there is an end to us," possibly, we have been warned, but not yet to the point of a showdown, the world. The Author of "The Affluent Society," in his talk titled "Life Under Tweml, The Industrious and The Exhausted," said. Mr. Galbraith spoke on the inflationary and economic tensions that have been created from the cold war struggle with the Soviet Union.

Prevent Policy Increases Tension

An important part of our present position, says Mr. Galbraith, is that we shall probably be under a strain at all times. We're under the strain of increased military forces, expenditures, and probably continued trouble in border countries. This will lead to a large creation of manpower and resources to military goods, full employment, the government running in the red, and inflation. Economists have been on a war-footing for inflationary tendencies other than direct controls. That is why the government has had the Fair Practice Administration set up in Washington.

The Ballot of Debate

Galbraith sees three dangers from living under tension, that must be avoided. One, a growing politicalization of the economy. "The time for talk is over, let's act," is time and dangerous says Galbraith.

Two, an increasing apathy of the public. The public will buy into a dangerous, "No one is privileged to be impatient with or doubt the sincerity of dissenting opinions," said Mr. Galbraith. "We must be impatient with or doubt the sincerity of dissenting opinions." We must try to change this.

"At all times we must as General Marshall has said, be first in the conference table and last to leave it." Galbraith in a professor at Harvard, has written articles for the paper, and is deeply administrator of the Office of Price Allocation. He was questioned, after his talk, by commissary Professor Paul of Technology.

Technology Weatherman Form

New Club to Attempt Forecasting

The M.I.T. Student Branch of the American Meteorological Society is the result of last month's reorganization of the Student Branch of the A.M.S. By this reorganization the knowledge of meteorology among the members will be increased. The members will attend seminars and provide the students with a forum to present their work. Various information possible about present and future weather conditions will be reported. The results of the reorganization included the election of new officers as follows: President, Daniel D. Hilborn, Jr.; First Vice-President, Robert J. Perry; Secretary, Stuart Munch; Treasurer, John L. Hilborn, Jr.; Member at Large for the Executive Committee, Alan J. Swidler.

Professor Willett Next Speaker

The club was founded to cover a variety of topics which the Boston Student Branch of the A.M.S. has been conducting will be covered in a bi-weekly basis. Future topics may include Long Range Weather Forecasting, Weather and Industry, Prof. Farnsworth Writes

For N.Y. Times On 78-Year-Old Draft

Excerpts from an article by Dr. Daniel Farnsworth, published in the New York Times on Sunday, April 6.

The 78-year-old war symbol of controversy in the great debate over national defense, the man who maintains that he makes an excellent employee. Others, equally sound, look upon his induction into the armed services, General.

Both political and emotional motivation are proceeding rapidly in the current drive to get more manpower, particularly by being near completion and the later much less so. The 18-year-old can compete on nearly every even though he is not in the best forms of physical activity except those requiring very extensive con- formative lapses into a type of be- habitability of their services. These officials say graduates must make contacts with industry through the Student Placement Bureau. Graduates receiving and science graduates can claim deferments of these em- employees because of their education and character.

Conscripts can now be very helpful in ensuring desirable on- to perfect the job, if the new- provided for after termination of military service, they can.
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